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НАЗВАНИЕ ТУРА:
Warsaw-Lodz-Wroclaw + SHOPPING!
Travel Agency: LETTOW-TUR
Country: Poland
Hotel: Not specified
Of Минск, to 3 days, to 1 people
Transport: Bus
Types of holiday: Tours to Europe
Accommodation types: DBL (двухместный номер)
Types of Food: BB (завтраки)
Price tour: 66 USD

ARRIVAL DATES:
Dates Arrival Empty

TOUR PROGRAMM ON 3 DAYS
(1) Sightseeing tour of Warsaw
Early exit from Minsk (the exact time will be posted at our website in the section "Administration Desk" 1-2 days before travel). Transit through the
territory of Belarus, of Poland. Arrival to Warsaw.
Sightseeing tour of Warsaw on request for extra charge (15 euros) with sightseeing of the major attractions of this great city: castle square, Royal
castle, Cathedral of St. Jan, Barbican, Market square, the Palace and Park complex of Lazienki.
Warsaw – the old town with magnificent architecture and picturesque landscapes, which is considered one of the most beautiful cities in all of Eastern
Europe, for good reason, sometimes called the Warsaw, the Paris of the North. About the distant past of Warsaw is told in the legend: one legend says
that the founders of the city were very much fond of each other the young man Wars and Sawa beautiful girl, from their names and the name of the city.
Free time. Departure to Lodz. Arrival in the evening. Accommodation at the hotel. Rest.

(2) Tour of Lodz
Breakfast. Tour of Lodz on request for extra charge (10 Euro).
Lodz is the second largest city in the country. Since the nineteenth century there remained large textile factories, workers 'houses, manufacturers'
mansions and palaces surrounded by parks, creating Poland's largest architectural complex in art Nouveau style. In the program: Leopold Kindermann
Villa, the Palace of Maurycy Poznan, Alexander Nevsky Cathedral, Freedom Square , the monument to the three Industrialists, Villa Floriana Arise, the
Church of St. Joseph, Manufactory, street Piotrowska. Piotrkowska street (Piotrkowska) is the main street where there are most shopping centers and
shops with a length of 4 km. there are also many restaurants and cafes.
11.00 – departure for sightseeing trip to Wroclaw, optional at extra cost (29 EUR). For tourists who are not coming to Wroclaw, free time in Lodz.
The arrival and tour of Wroclaw.
Wroclaw is one of the most beautiful cities of Poland. It is often called the "flower of Europe", because it is very beautiful, interesting and unusual.
Wroclaw has many interesting attractions, monuments, green parks and alleys. In this beautiful city is more than 100 bridges, which connect 12 Islands.
On city streets you will see a considerable number of bronze statues is the WROCLAW DWARVES "krasnoludek" — the symbol of the city of Wroclaw,

which is very loved by the tourists. It is believed that gnomes bring good luck and prosperity to the city. Guided walking tour of the city: Market square,
town hall, and Wroclaw University. A visit to ostrów Tumski: a complex of Church buildings – Gothic Cathedral of St. John the Baptist, 13-16 centuries
(viewing terrace on the tower). The old Church of St. Ezego Dating back to the 1st half of the 12th century, with a vault on one leg.

(3) Departure to the shopping centre "Manufactura"! Shopping!
Breakfast. Check out of the hotel. Departure to the shopping centre "Manufactura"! Shopping!
The best shopping in Poland - shopping in the shopping center "Manufaktura" in Lodz."Manufacture" is part of the complex, which is located on the site
of the former factory of Israel to Poznan. This shopping complex is the largest not only in Poland but throughout Central Europe and includes a hotel,
cinemas, cafes, restaurants, ample Parking and a shopping centre. All located on the perimeter. In the center is an open area with the most long in
Europe fountain (300 metres).
Departure to Minsk (~13.00). Late arrival to Minsk.

THE PRICE INCLUDES
Place in a comfortable bus
Place in double room in hotel 3* on the system Fortuna
Support the group leader throughout the trip
2 Breakfast in the hotel

THE TOUR PRICE IS NOT INCLUDED
Travel service 30 roubles
Tour Warsaw – 15 Euro
Tour of Lodz – 10 Euro
for all Sightseeing in Wroclaw – 29 Euro
Supplement for single accommodation - 35 euros

